Transcend's StoreJet 25M3 ruggedized external hard drive combines supreme shock-resistant qualities with the USB 3.1 Gen 1 interface, allowing for ultra-fast file transfers and the highest level of anti-shock protection.

**Lightning-fast transfer speeds**

The Storejet 25MC external hard drive is equipped with the USB 3.1 Gen 1 interface, providing lightning-fast transfer rates of up to 5Gb/s.

**Excellent anti-shock protection**

The Storejet 25M3 features a three-stage shock protection system that meets US military drop-test standards to fully protect data stored on the drive. The three-stage shock protection system includes a silicone rubber case, an internal shock-absorbing suspension damper, and a reinforced hard casing.

**Two color options**

The Storejet 25M3 comes in iron gray and military green. Pick your favorite color!
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**Features**
- USB 3.1 Gen 1 interface
- Up to 4TB storage capacity
- Three-stage shock protection system
- One-touch auto backup button
- Offers Transcend Elite data management software and RecoveRx data recovery software

**Appearance**
| Dimensions | 500GB / 1TB / 2TB: 129.5 mm x 80.8 mm x 16.1 mm (5.10" x 3.18" x 0.63")
|            | 4TB: 129.5 mm x 80.8 mm x 24.1 mm (5.10" x 3.18" x 0.95")
| Weight     | 500GB / 1TB / 2TB: 185 g (6.53 oz)
|            | 4TB: 294 g (10.37 oz)
| Color      | Iron gray / Military green

**Interface**
- USB Type: micro USB to USB Type A
- Connection Interface: USB 3.1 Gen 1

**Storage**
- Capacity: 500GB / 1TB / 2TB / 4TB
- Storage Media: 2.5" HDD

**Operating Environment**
- Operating Temperature: 5°C (41°F) – 55°C (131°F)
- Operating Voltage: 5V

**Warranty**
- Certificate: CE/FCC/BSMI/KC/RCM/EAC
- Warranty: Three-year Limited Warranty

**Note**
1. Transcend Elite software is required for One Touch Auto-backup and AES encryption functions.
2. Dimensions given are exclusive of protruding elements.

**Ordering Information**
- 500GB: TS500GJSJ25M3S (Iron Gray)
- 1TB: TS1TSJSJ25M3G (Military Green)
- 1TB: TS1TSJSJ25M3S (Iron Gray)
- 2TB: TS2TSJS25M3G (Military Green)
- 2TB: TS2TSJSJ25M3S (Iron Gray)
- 4TB: TS4TSJSJ25M3S (Iron Gray)

Product specifications are subject to change without notice. Pictures shown may differ from actual products. When used as a storage capacity unit, one terabyte (TB) = one trillion bytes. Total accessible capacity varies depending on operating environment.